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Rework of a Print / OOH campaign for a new airing, with the objective of testing this new version compared
to the previously released campaign and obtaining recommendations in a short time frame. 

Context 
Our client wants to understand the performance of the revised Print

/ OOH campaign for a re-release by comparing it to the current

campaign. The corporate campaign focuses on the advertiser's

CSR commitments. In addition to validating the right direction of the

rework and obtaining optimization leads to improve their

effectiveness, they want to obtain cognitive insights on the visual

structure, on brand recognition, and on the different tagline

variations.

The advertiser also has timing constraints and needs the results

within 4 business days. Without consumer interviews, and through

the use of cognitive science knowledge, Impact Mémoire can

provide a rational analysis in just a few days.

Results 
The rework carried out by the advertiser has improved in

performance on both formats (print / OOH). Indeed, the overall

aesthetics of the visual and the homogeneity of the information

have been improved, allowing for better levels of attention and

emotion.

However, the main issues identified on the current campaign

(perception, information prioritization, brand attribution, and

engagement) are still challenged on the new designs. The brand

logo is either too low in priority compared to other elements or is

outside of the reading path. As for perception, it is made difficult by

a dense text that does not invite reading, reinforced by the absence

of the QR code.

Comments have been added on the different tagline options.

Conclusion & recommendations 
The performance of the new design can be improved

by:

- Enhancing engagement through better highlighting of

the tagline.

- Ensuring Brand attribution through a logo that is

included in the reading path and stands out from other

elements, and by stronger highlighting of the Brand's

commitment in the text or tagline.

Solution 
A Cognitive Analysis® is performed with our tool Easy Scan that

relies on cognitive science knowledge to obtain an overview of the

cognitive strengths and weaknesses of the rework. The diagnosis is

based on the key cognitive processes for memorization and

advertising effectiveness (Attention, Emotion, Interest, non-

conscious, etc.) and highlights potential warnings and provides

optimization leads.

Number of routes : 2 new + 1 current
Tested material : Print – HD image

Category : Beauty
Product : Corporate campaign
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